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Abstract: Besides the need to reduce its own emissions, the challenge of the agricultural sector worldwide is also to adapt to a
changing and more variable climate.

Coffee is an important crop in Costa Rica based on cultivated area and the number of

families connected to this activity that has a long historical tradition.

In this context, the potential distribution shifts of coffee

production based on climate change scenarios have been identified and targeted in this study. Bioclimatic variables along with
elevation were used to evaluate changes in suitable areas for coffee production under the framework of four climate change
scenarios for the year 2070.

Results suggest that the highlands have a high probability of being suitable for coffee under all

four scenarios, and unsuitability seems to be associated with the lowlands.

All four climate change scenarios showed high

overlap between the projected suitable areas for coffee and current forested areas.

This investigation suggests that the

long-term management of coffee production in Costa Rica should carefully consider climate change given its potential conflict
with other land uses and associated socioeconomic implications.
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1

Introduction

probability of shifting their geographical extent based on
climatic suitability over the next decades. This has been

Climate change is affecting fundamental aspects of

shown in both commercial (Evangelista et al., 2013;

modern life style, including agriculture (Rosenzweig,

Davis et al., 2012) and non-commercial crops (Khanum et

2011). The adaptation of agricultural systems to climate

al., 2013).

change is paramount to ensure food security, poverty

In this manner, researchers have developed a series of

alleviation, and the sustainable use of natural resources

computational programs (i.e., ECOCROP, CaNaSTA,

(FAO, 2016; Smith and Olesen, 2010).

DSSAT) intended to integrate ecological modeling, plant

Climate-driven variables such as temperature and

physiology

and

socioeconomic

planning

by

first

precipitation; as well as human-influenced atmospheric

demonstrating the effects of climate change on crop

greenhouse gas concentrations impose external forces on

distribution and then interpreting results in a context of

crop development (Streck, 2005; Porter and Semenov,

development. A popular modeling technique currently

2005; Benton, 2012). As a direct consequence of the later,

used around the world is the maximum entropy (Maxent)

recent research has shown that some crops have a high

approach, which was originally developed for ecological
purposes (Loarie et al., 2008; Van Gils et al., 2014) but
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has been widely used to assess geographical and climatic
viability of commercial crops as well (Estes et al., 2013).
In the case of Costa Rica, coffee agriculture has been
shown to have a positive effect on the economic
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development of rural areas (Wollni and Zeller, 2007) but

between 2061-2080) were obtained from the databases of

little has been published on the use of ecological

the

modeling to assess potential shifts in the optimal

Consultative

distribution of crops. Even though some larger scale

Research

studies

framework

respectively. For the latter, two general circulation

(Ovalle-Rivera et al., 2015) are in place for coffee; these

models (GCM), Miroc-ESM and Hadgem2-ES; and two

do

RCPs, the 4.5 and 6.0 options, were selected.

not

under
show

the
the

climate
higher

change

resolution

needed

for

WorldClim

(www.worldclim.org)

Group

on

(CGIAR,

and

the

International

Agricultural

www.cgiar.org)

databases,

country-level assessments. Given the importance of such

The choice of the year 2070 was made based on the

integration between economic development and climate

available projections for bioclimatic data according to the

change drivers at different scales (Van Vuuren et al.,

fifth report of the IPCC. Both GCM were selected

2011), the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

because of their use in the analysis of ecological systems

(IPCC) has included four different representative

and of the high probability of continuing to be used in the

concentration pathways (RCP) in its fifth assessment

future (Nygaard, 2015; Betts et al., 2015). Miroc-ESM

report in 2014 (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

predicts relatively dry scenarios, while Hadgem2-ES

Change, 2014). These RCPs are intended to provide

foretell moderate scenarios (moderate reduction of

modelers with standard scenarios for the development of

precipitation and increase in the temperature). Regarding

potential future climate change effects.

the RCP, Collins et al. (2013) establish that those two

In the present study, the potential suitable area of

concentration

pathways

assume

moderate

carbon

coffee distribution in Costa Rica for the year 2070 under

emission curves, which stabilize until the year 2150,

four climate change scenarios was determined using the

while the RCP of 8.5 stabilizes near 2250 (low

Maxent protocol. Besides contributing to the limited

confidence) and 2.6 for the 2070 (unreal).

published information on this topic for such country and

Third,

in

order

to

evaluate

which

variables

the Central American region, the approach took herein

(represented by the individual rasters) could be

also contributes in terms of generating information to

considered for modeling, a preliminary assessment of

consider agriculture-based climate change potential

their predictive relative importance was carried out based

vulnerability for administrative divisions in Costa Rica.

on the original distribution map. For this task, all 19

2

Materials and methods

original bioclimatic rasters plus an extra elevational set
were clipped for Costa Rica and loaded in the software

The study area of this work encompassed all the

Maxent (v.3.3.3k) to generate a first ecological model of

Costa Rican territory. All the compilation of data and

coffee based on 100 replicates. Using the resulting model,

spatial analyses were carried out in 2015.

the non-correlated variables that accumulated up to 70%

First, a database of geographical locations pertaining

of the total variation associated with the predictive power

private lands used for coffee agriculture was created

of the model were selected (minimum temperature of the

using 2012 information from the Coffee Research Center

coldest month, elevation, and mean diurnal range). For

(CICAFE). This database, consisting of 4034 individual

the latter selection, after the original results including all

locations across Costa Rica, was used to create a baseline

variables were obtained, a statistical analysis of all

distributional map for the subsequent analyses. Such map

variable correlations was carried out on ArcGIS (v.10.2)

was considered in the present investigation to depict the

with a cutoff value of 0.80 for the Pearson´s r correlation

current distribution of coffee lands in the country.

estimator associated with the lower ranked variables. In

Second, a series of bioclimatic data rasters at a spatial

this manner, when two variables showed an r value

resolution of 30 arc seconds for 1) the current global

higher than 0.80, the one with the lowest cumulative

climatic condition (average between 1950-2000) and 2)

importance according to the original Maxent model was

for the four different scenarios centered on 2070 (average

eliminated.
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Forth, the selected variables were used to construct all

corresponds with intermediate elevations in moist to wet

the models presented herein in order to minimize errors in

tropical forest zones. The area under the curve (AUC)

the calculations that could be the product of different sets

values obtained for both the current distribution model

of variables used for different scenarios. In all of the

and all four future scenario models were calculated in

successive ecological models, most standard options in

0.86. According to Baldwin (2009), such a high

Maxent were applied. One hundred runs and the bootstrap

magnitude of the estimator reflects the potential accuracy

replicated run type were used. When all probability

of the models since AUC values near 0.50 indicate an

rasters were obtained, the 10-percentile training presence

adjustment better than expected by chance, and thus,

threshold was used to define the suitable/unsuitable areas.

values close to 1.00 would reflect a perfect adjustment.

With that information, a series of binary maps were

Figure 1 shows that all four models evaluated herein,

created to determine the zones where the crop could have

and contrasted with the current distribution of coffee

a

and

lands, predicted an expansion in the northwestern part of

contraction. Furthermore, in order to provide detail for

the country and a contraction along the Caribbean

local governance, a layer of administrative municipalities

highlands. Interestingly, such expansion of potential areas

was used in conjunction with the probability rasters,

for coffee production was mainly located at intermediate

generating a category based determination of crop

elevations of the windward side in both the Tilaran and

production suitability in comparison with the current

Guanacaste mountain ranges, where national parks

state.

currently exist. The Miroc-based models were the ones

high

probability

of

ecological

expansion

Finally, the percentage of crop overlap with the

that showed the strongest contraction of suitable areas;

current forest cover was obtained by generating a forest

however, for all four scenarios evaluated, the net

cover

successional,

predicted change was positive with values between three

deciduous, and mangrove swamp forest types. This forest

and eight percent of net gain in suitable areas for coffee

cover layer was created from the 2012 dataset of the

production in Costa Rica by the second part of the XXI

Costa Rican Forest Resources Information System

century.

map

that

considered

mature,

(SIREFOR). This comparison was made in order to

Since coffee agriculture is a relevant economic

determine the forest areas with potential threats of coffee

activity in rural intermediate elevations of Costa Rica

expansion based on the climate change models created.

(Instituto del Café de Costa Rica [ICAFE], 2015), it is

Dairy farming in the highlands is another competing land

important to note that potential changes in the optimal

use with coffee; however, we focus the study on

areas for coffee production may impact the life style of

forest-land since it is a critical land-use for a national

the people living in those areas. For all future scenarios,

conservation strategy not competing in a market system

the central zone of Costa Rica showed a high probability

but in a policy realm.

to continue sustaining the crop (Figure 2). Interestingly,

3

Results and discussion

the same pattern was observed in areas of the country
where coffee production is already an important

For coffee in Costa Rica, the preliminary bioclimatic

agricultural activity (e.g., counties of Tarrazú, Naranjo

assessment showed that only three variables were

and Poás). This is relevant because those areas are

required to explain over 70% of the structure associated

strategic for the international trade of Costa Rican coffee.

with the current distribution of the crop. In fact, the three

It is likely anyway, that in the predicted unsuitable

selected variables explained over 85% of the variability

areas farmers will continue to grow coffee, even if the

associated with the models constructed herein. This result

bioclimatic conditions do not favor its production. This

is an indication of the ecological and climatic

can be related to the cultural value of coffee in the

homogeneity of the areas currently used for coffee

collective memory of Costa Ricans since this crop was an

production, which in the case of Costa Rica typically

engine in the construction of the national identity (Peters,
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2001). For instance, despite that coffee represents the

exported goods in 2014 (ICAFE, 2015). This low

single largest extension of any agricultural crop (Instituto

relevance of coffee for the overall national economy is

Nacional de Estadística y Censos [INEC], 2015), coffee

yet important for the economy of local farmers and their

exports only represented 0.34% of the gross domestic

families, which farms represented in the same year about

production (GDP) and 2.46% of the total revenue from

a quarter of the total nationally (INEC, 2015).

Figure 1 Maps of Costa Rica showing the gain and loss areas for the suitability of coffee production according to the 2070 scenarios
evaluated in the present investigation

Note: Administrative divisions at the county-equivalent level are shown and three important counties for coffee production are labeled in the upper left.

Figure 2 Maps of Costa Rica showing the probability of occurrence for coffee production according with current scenario, Miroc 4.5,
Miroc 6.0, Hadgem 4.5 and Hadgem 6.0.

As observed in Figure 3, all the models studied during

shelter to preserve the biodiversity of the country

this investigation showed an increase in the overlap

(Laderach et al., 2011). For instance, the surroundings of

between suitable areas for coffee production and the

the capital city, where coffee production has been a key

current forest cover in Costa Rica. In this sense, it is

economic activity over the years, have been transformed

important to consider the environmental viability of

into suburban areas. This kind of situation will surely

future coffee production because most of the higher

continue to take place in detriment of the suitable areas

elevation lands, where the overlap occurs in our models,

for coffee production, which in turn, may generate

provide a series of key ecosystem services and serve as a

pressure to enter the protected higher-elevation national
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forests. This is problematic since water quality and

this manner, the results presented herein are helpful to

quantity in the metropolitan area of Costa Rica depend on

inform the different stakeholders of conservation

the protection of these forest areas, putting at risk the

production sectors about the potential land use changes

long term wellbeing of over 60% of the country

associated with new climate scenarios.
Finally, the ecological modeling developed in this

population.

study has great relevance for the coffee sector of Costa
Rica, since it shows potential suitable areas for the
production of such product under the framework of
climate change. The latter is relevant in the successful
adaptation of the agricultural sector to different climate
change-driven pressures. In this manner, the use of tools
such as the ones used in this study along with the
generation of public policies might provide effective
strategies for the Costa Rican coffee supply chain to
prepare for such expected changes. These types of
approaches could sustain the relevance of the coffee
a. Coffee production areas and forest cover

sector for the local economy in rural areas and maintain
the cultural importance of the product in Costa Rica.

4 Conclusions
It is very likely, according to the approach and models
used in this investigation, that the Costa Rican highlands
will continue to be suitable areas for coffee production in
the future. Our models showed however, a series of
expansions and contractions that may pose challenges to
local populations that rely on coffee for income
generation. The net change of the potential area for coffee
b. Percentage of overlap calculated

production was predicted to be positive, and protected

Map of Costa Rica showing the current overlap between

areas in the higher elevations seemed to be the target

coffee production areas and forest cover and percentage of overlap

locations for a potential expansion. The type of modeling

calculated for all four climate change scenarios evaluated herein

used in this study may provide relevant elements for the

Figure 3

An additional source of conflict might be the

implementation of management and adaptation strategies

protection of forests in private lands in an economically

of current and future land use arrangements in Costa Rica.

efficient manner. Since 1997, Costa Rica established the

In the case of coffee, such a situation can derive in the

Program of Payment for Environmental Services (PPES),

maintenance of the sector given its historical and cultural

the first of its kind in a developing country. The PPES has

importance, but in the case of highland forests, it may

been a key strategy to deter deforestation over the last

trigger a sign of attention due their increasing risk in the

two decades. However, in a situation of increasing

future, a public-policy challenging endeavor. In either

competition with agricultural production, the opportunity

way, the approach used in the present investigation may

cost for such forest protection is making it progressively

be used for the correct planning of coffee-related

more difficult to manage forests along with their

activities and the promotion of sustainable coffee

associated goods and services (Murillo et al., 2014). In

practices.
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using Maxent modeling. Acta Oecologica, 49: 23–31.
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